I. Introduction

The International Labor Organization’s conception of “decent work” embodies within it a number of goals, including assuring that workers receive a living wage. While the compensation mandated by this country’s wage and hour laws falls far short of this aspiration, enforcing these laws is, as a practical matter, the starting point. Decent work is unattainable for those who toil at the low end of the labor market unless they have a meaningful guarantee of minimum compensation. Yet this protection demands more than establishing wage standards; it requires maintaining social and legal systems that promote effective enforcement. In a post-recessionary America, ensuring such enforcement, even of existing mandates, will be a significant challenge.

The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), supplemented and sometimes enhanced by state law, provides minimum wage and overtime protections. But even before the economic downturn, violations of these and other basic legal protections for workers were widespread. The Great Recession now has spawned additional growth of the low-wage sector, putting more workers at risk and increasing the burden on already over-extended regulators. As the American economy begins to grow again, competitive capital and product markets will continue to exert significant pressure on firms to keep labor costs down, ensuring powerful incentives to skirt wage and hour requirements.

Noncompliance with wage and hour mandates at the low end of the market is due in large part to enforcement problems. These include insufficient public oversight, the absence of unions, and a host of factors that limit the effectiveness of private enforcement. Contributing to these phenomena is the disaggregation of business enterprises into smaller, independent parts. Once limited to the margins, these kinds of structures now are a part of most large enterprises, capturing many millions of workers. And there is evidence that the recession has accelerated this trend.
Although there are other, efficiency-enhancing reasons for end-user firms to outsource services and production, limitations on liability for work-law violations invite these arrangements. Statutory protections for workers, including wage and hour laws, impose duties only on “employers,” which, despite variation in the underlying tests, ultimately hinges on how much control a firm exercises over the work. Thus, in circumstances in which more exacting control is not necessary, firms can greatly reduce the probability that they will be liable for violations by shifting services or production to independent third-party suppliers.

The disaggregation that results creates significant enforcement obstacles. As other commentators have observed, smaller operations are less visible and therefore detection on the front end is more difficult. Moreover, unless regulators or workers can demonstrate that sufficient control is being exercised by the end-user firm to create “employer” status, they are left to seek remedies against the often undercapitalized labor supplier. And uncertainties regarding coverage lead to both unprosecuted claims and discounted settlements. Critically then, outsourcing does far more than shift legal responsibility from one entity to another: it allows end-user firms to avoid noncompliance risks while benefiting from labor at a price discounted by the low probability of enforcement of work law mandates.

In this article, I offer a descriptive account of the phenomenon of enterprise disaggregation and why, in my view, such splintering is likely to continue - even accelerate - in a post-Great Recession world. I will then explore and critique the various approaches taken or proposed to address the impact of disaggregation on compliance with wage and hour laws. These include existing regimes that seek to extend accountability beyond “employers”: among the notable examples are the FLSA’s “hot goods” provision and California’s “brother’s keeper” law. They also include reform proposals offered by other scholars. I contend that all such approaches, although undoubtedly steps in the right direction, ultimately fall short because of their various limitations, the enforcement costs they entail, and their failure to eliminate risk-avoidance opportunities for end-user firms.

This article concludes by suggesting a possible way forward. In a world in which resources for public enforcement will remain inadequate and much of the low-wage workforce is likely to remain non-unionized, I argue that one promising way to counteract the compliance-reducing effects of disaggregation is to eliminate the “employer” coverage limitation altogether. Under the regime I propose, commercial actors would be held strictly liable for wage and hour violations in the production of any goods and services they purchase, sell, or distribute, whether directly or through intermediaries. In other words, accountability would extend through the commercial enterprise, unlinked from the exercise of control over the work. The only limitation is that a firm would be liable only for the portion of the violations attributable to the goods or services it purchases, sells, or distributes.

I will introduce the idea of enterprise liability for wage and hour violations here, leaving to a later article a more complete exploration of its potential benefits, costs, and noninstrumental justifications. Still, I will touch on some of its key attributes and consequences.

Because such a regime would extend potential accountability to all commercial purchasers, sellers, and distributors regardless of control, it would greatly reduce the liability-risk discount from outsourcing work to third parties. It also would increase the probability of a solvent defendant without imposing additional enforcement costs in most circumstances, and, hence, the likelihood of public and private enforcement and adequate compensation for victims. Contrary to the fear that commercial actors far removed from and unaware of upstream wage violations would become frequent targets for collection, the practical realities of litigation would steer enforcement efforts toward better-positioned intermediaries.

Ultimately, the elimination of coverage-based barriers to enforcement would prompt commercial actors at serious risk of liability to address their exposure through private ordering, including seeking out reputable suppliers of goods and services, bargaining
for indemnification from upstream actors, and putting into place monitoring and other mechanisms to ensure that suppliers maintain compliant practices. Indeed, the end result of eliminating control-based limitations will be a socially beneficial shift in firm risk management techniques: from avoidance through outsourcing, which reduces compliance, to enterprise self-regulation, which promotes it.

Before I begin, I should note two other limitations on my analysis in this article. First, I am not going to address arguments for and against the *206 minimum wage itself - matters which have been extensively explored elsewhere. My analysis therefore starts from the premise (which I obviously accept but recognize is contestable) that existing wage and hour mandates, including the minimum wage, ought to exist and be enforced. Second, I will focus primarily on the instrumental justifications for broad enterprise liability, leaving much of the noninstrumental discussion for later development. However, in addressing why my proposal is not as far removed from existing legal norms as it sounds, I will conclude by showing that this kind of enterprise liability is consistent with the normative underpinnings of a number of existing doctrines within and outside of wage and hour law.

II. Enterprise Disaggregation in the Modern Era

A. The Decision to Make It Yourself or Buy It from Someone Else

In his seminal work, The Nature of the Firm, R. H. Coase set out to identify why firms emerge in a market economy regulated by price movements. Put another way, he sought to answer the following question: When will an entrepreneur seek hired help (employees) instead of purchasing a good or service through contracting with third parties? Coase's key insight was that transaction costs increase the total cost of obtaining goods and services in the marketplace beyond their price. These include bargaining costs, renegotiation and monitoring costs, and regulatory costs such as the sales tax. He concluded that firms will arise when these various costs become too high; that is, entrepreneurs can produce what they need by coordinating production through the exercise of their authority at a lower cost than the cost (price plus transaction costs) of obtaining the same in the market. This may occur, for example, when a purchaser of services for more than a short term is unable to state in advance the details of what is expected of the supplier. For Coase then, a firm emerges from - and is constituted by - the direction of the factors of production by the entrepreneur. The value-enhancing (or cost avoiding) role of control is central.

Coase's theory of the firm has been criticized, and other scholars have offered competing conceptions. For example, his sharp distinction between intra- and extra-firm transactions arguably is at odds with the prevailing theory in corporate-law scholarship that the firm is simply a nexus of contractual relationships. Nevertheless, his central observations about the comparative costs that drive decisions about the internal or external production of goods and services retain much explanatory power.

Indeed, the substantial shift in these relative costs explains why we have witnessed enterprise disaggregation in recent years. When he wrote his article in the mid-1930s, subcontracting existed, but Coase also observed many large, vertically integrated firms. Such integration remained prominent for some period thereafter, but today, three-quarters of a century later, much has changed. While many forces have contributed to disaggregation, one is both clear and profound: regulatory costs now cut decisively in favor of outsourcing many activities.

B. The Law's Role in the Shift from Integration to Disaggregation

As Coase's analysis acknowledges, the distinction between intra- and extra-firm activities is central to the allocation of legal responsibility. Indeed, the doctrine of respondeat superior, which Coase suggests is a real-world reflection of his control-based
conception of the firm, is the starting point. Under the doctrine, firms are strictly liable for the torts of their employees committed within the scope of employment; they are not, as a general matter, accountable for torts committed by independent contractors. The boundaries of the firm - i.e., the employer - hinge on how much “control” the firm exercises or has a right to exercise over the manner or details of the work.

Coase recognized the role of the law in determining which activities would be carried out in the market or by the firm, but his examples - including the sales tax - all would encourage internalization. Interestingly, however, respondeat superior cuts the other way: firms can avoid tort risks by externalizing production onto others. And, as it turns out, this is part of the disaggregation story, given that tort-related risks for firms have grown in many areas since the 1930s. Yet there is much more. Respondeat superior’s distinction between employment and nonemployment relationships also has had a significant influence on the allocation of legal responsibility in statutory regimes, many of which did not exist in the 1930s. And the legal risks and compliance costs associated with these regimes often are decisive.

Take labor and employment law. Nearly all state and federal statutory protections for workers (almost all of which have emerged since the New Deal) protect only “employees” and impose duties only on “employers.” While the tests for determining employment status vary, the exercise of control usually is central to the analysis. There are two closely related aspects of this inquiry. The first is whether the worker is an employee (of anyone) or an independent contractor; the second is whether a party is an employer of the employee. Focusing on the second, a firm is not accountable for legal violations unless it exercises or has the right to exercise sufficient control over workers’ activities to be deemed an employer. This produces a feedback loop: labor and employment law seeks to define the boundaries of the firm for purposes of allocating legal responsibility, and, in so doing, alters the relative costs of internal and external production. If a firm can avoid exercising control by externalizing production, it can eliminate the significant employment-related regulatory costs it would bear if it produced goods and services internally.

An economist might respond that, all else being equal, regulatory costs would not contribute to the shift to external production because these costs would tend to be reflected in the price of goods and services the firm purchases from other firms who have to absorb these very costs. But all else is not equal. Obviously, regulatory costs can be avoided by shifting production to firms operating beyond the reach of our regulatory regime - that is, across international borders. Yet they can also be avoided domestically through fragmentation of operations. Because of the inapplicability and underenforcement of labor and employment mandates in smaller firms, these regulatory costs frequently are not reflected in the price of goods and services produced by these firms. The cost-savings is then bolstered by innovations in inter-firm relationships (driven in part by the foregoing incentives) that has led to a decline in the transaction costs associated with relinquishing control that Coase identified, particularly for work at the low end of the labor market.

Since reducing the cost of labor produces very direct cost savings, this dynamic has played out in a profound way with regard to wage and hour obligations at the low end of the labor market. Enforcement problems in labor and employment law at this end of the market are well known. Factors leading to underenforcement of wage and hour and other employment law mandates include the social and economic vulnerability of low-wage workers, their lack of awareness of workplace rights, limited resources for public enforcement, limited remedies and other incentives for private enforcement, procedural hurdles, and the limited effect of unions and advocacy organizations.

But outsourcing adds further obstacles to enforcement. For one thing, smaller firms may be excluded from statutory mandates and can opt to engage in practices that produce labor-cost savings - such as not providing health and other benefits - without suffering the tax penalty or other consequences larger firms would face. Even when such firms are subject to the same regulatory requirements as larger firms, detection of violations is more difficult because small firms are less visible, there are
high levels of entry and exit, the layering and shifting of inter-firm relationships stretches limited public monitoring resources, and fragmentation makes it harder for unions and advocacy organizations to rein in violators. Moreover, smaller operators (and their principals) are more likely to be judgment proof, which leads to under-deterrence and makes adequate compensation for victimized workers improbable. Indeed, the possibility of enhanced penalties for knowing violations - such as liquidated damages under the FLSA - may have little or no impact on fly-by-night or other thinly capitalized labor suppliers. And the difficulty in finding a solvent target reduces substantially incentives for private and public enforcement.

Of course, even under the existing “employer” limitations, workers and regulators can seek to extend liability to larger firms that engage the services of smaller ones by demonstrating that the former remains an “employer” or “joint employer” of the latter's workers. As I will return to below, the potential for such an extension of liability is perhaps greatest in the wage and hour context since the FLSA’s definition of employment arguably is the broadest of any federal labor or employment law statute. And workers do sometimes prevail under these theories, particularly where an end-user firm clearly is trying to have it both ways - that is, outsourcing tasks to an independent firm but continuing to direct the work.

Ultimately, however, this possibility is inadequate to deter violations and compensate victims. First, workers and regulators must demonstrate sufficient control by the larger firm. The uncertainty and litigation costs associated with establishing coverage lead to heavily discounted settlements or unprosecuted claims. And courts have been reluctant to extend employer status through multiple layers of distinct entities.

Second, and perhaps most fundamentally, establishing extended employer status is not possible where control is not exercised, and, as suggested above, detailed control often is not necessary for low-skilled work. With regard to such work, it is relatively easy for the purchasing firm to demand exacting quality without exerting much ongoing control over operations. In other words, since the work itself is relatively easy to perform, ensuring the resulting good or service meets time and quality specifications is achieved by means other than oversight of the actual work. For example, in competitive markets, detailed quality standards backstopped by the risk of exit and substitution - i.e., the end-user firm's purchasing such goods or services elsewhere - may be enough alone.

Thus, leaving aside all of the other impediments to enforcement of their rights, those workers hired by small, thinly capitalized firms to engage in many types of low-skilled work - including cleaning and janitorial services; landscaping and agricultural work; delivery services; light manufacturing; low-end construction work; and retail, restaurant, and food services - may have no viable defendant to hold accountable for violations. The net effect of disaggregation and the other enforcement barriers low-wage workers face is significant underenforcement of wage and hour laws. And, indeed, violations of wage and hour mandates are widespread at the low end of the labor market.

Disaggregation therefore does more than shift legal responsibility. Where detailed control is not necessary, end-user firms can significantly reduce the risk of liability for violations by shifting production to independent third-parties. This allows such firms (and other visible firms with market power) to avoid noncompliance risks while benefitting from labor at a price discounted by the lower probability of enforcement.

C. Racing to Outsource, Racing to the Bottom

Returning then to the Coasian make-it-within or buy-it-without inquiry, the takeaway is clear. Because the price of goods and services produced by low-skilled labor reflect a regulatory cost discount and the transaction costs associated with assuring quality are low, incentives regarding this kind of work cut decisively in favor of buying rather than making. Restructuring the
enterprise through disaggregation, therefore, can be viewed as among the prevailing forms of value-enhancing “innovation” in the modern era, since fragmentation often produces great value through significant cost savings, perhaps more so than many innovations in internal practices and methods that improve coordination and productivity. Indeed, despite developments that Coase suggested would tend to make firms larger, including technologies that make spatial coordination easier and improved managerial techniques, we observe the opposite phenomenon. 49

Moreover, since firms that might otherwise opt not to outsource work face price pressures from those that do, disaggregation may be essential in competitive capital and product markets, facilitating the race to the bottom. Indeed, given that quality is relatively easy to maintain, once services are commodified through contractual arrangements with suppliers, and there is competitive and potentially continuous bidding among such suppliers, there will be fierce price competition that applies further downward pressure on labor costs. 50

The results are everywhere. While a large or medium-size firm in the middle of the twentieth century might have produced its own component parts and other inputs, and provided its own janitorial, maintenance, copying, printing, food, delivery, distribution, and storage services, these tasks now have been shifted to independent firms, sometimes through multiple intermediaries or supply chains. Far from being merely common, outsourcing production overseas and domestically is standard practice. 51 This also corresponds with the rise of “contingent labor” within the United States, 52 as well as the decline of traditional long-term employment relationships. 53 It contributes to the depression of wages at the low end of the market and rising income inequality, 54 and, as discussed above, has helped facilitate wide-scale violations of basic wage and hour protections. 55

Absent intervening legal or economic changes that alter fundamentally the costs of disaggregation, this trend seems likely to continue until all tasks are outsourced except aspects of the firm’s production that must remain under exacting control of firm managers. For many visible, high-value firms, these core functions will be associated with highly skilled labor. 56 They include work that creates or produces the firm’s primary goods or services - e.g., finished goods, software, technological innovation, creative works, and professional services - and tasks that must be strictly controlled for one reason or another, such as to ensure quality or protect trade secrets, confidential information, reputation, client relationships, or good will. Most low and unskilled work therefore will be relegated to small, independent suppliers.

In fact, additional developments that link legal responsibility to “employer” status are likely to spur further disaggregation. For example, this is a potential unintended consequence of employer mandates in the recent health care reform legislation, which, beginning in 2014, will impose tax penalties on employers with fifty or more workers who fail to provide health coverage or coverage that is affordable. 57 Firms looking to avoid either paying for health benefits for lower-wage workers or paying the tax penalty will have powerful incentives to shift that work to independent suppliers (to reduce their workforce to below the fifty-employee threshold).

Finally, I should note that, in addition to the cost-centered analysis described above, behavioral and social factors can drive or bolster both disaggregation and the norm of noncompliance at the low end of the market. Firm managers’ moral or ethical commitments to “their employees” may compel them initially to treat these workers well and even resist layoffs or outsourcing. However, a manager’s sense of moral obligation to treat workers well - or at least fairly - is less likely to extend to workers engaged by third parties. 58 Thus, once work is outsourced or habitually contracted out to independent suppliers, managers of end-user firms will lack a sense of responsibility for their welfare. Their labor is no longer linked to persons to whom a moral duty is owed; it is instead just another commodified input to be purchased at the lowest price. 59 Indeed, it is not difficult to imagine some managers choosing to outsource various activities because they do not want to bear such moral responsibility.
Similarly, the disassociation that results from disaggregation can break the bonds of cooperation and support between workers or prevent them from forming in the first place.  

Reputational concerns also can spur disaggregation. Much recent attention has been focused on how such concerns can press reputation-dependent firms to internalize norms of compliance and decent working conditions and, in some cases, to take greater responsibility for the welfare of workers in their international and domestic supply chains. Yet, in other contexts, reputation can cut in the opposite direction. It may be easier (and far cheaper) for a visible firm to maintain its reputation as a “good employer” - i.e. offering generous pay and benefits to its workforce - if it offloads low-skilled/low-wage work onto others. And this incentive may be particularly acute when reputation is tied to some objective measure. Thus, for example, further disaggregation may be an unintended consequence of the new CEO compensation disclosure mandated by the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Financial Protection Act, which requires a firm registered under the Securities Exchange Act to disclose annually the ratio between its CEO's compensation and that of its median employee. To the extent decision makers in a publicly traded firm have reason to care about the reputational consequences of this disclosure, they can improve both the median and the ratio by taking low-wage workers “off the books” through shifting their work to third parties. Indeed, this is likely to be perceived as a better and cheaper option than paying the CEO less or paying workers currently at the median more.

III. Existing and Proposed Responses to Disaggregation and Noncompliance

In recent years, the rise of wage and hour violations have focused greater attention on the enforcement gap at the low end of the labor market, including the impact of outsourcing on compliance. Of course, legal reform proposals run the gamut, and include, for example, enhancing public enforcement efforts, stiffening civil and criminal penalties for violators, reducing or eliminating procedural hurdles in private litigation, expanding and strengthening collective bargaining rights, and establishing various kinds of third-party monitoring regimes.

Yet, in an age of disaggregation in which resources for public enforcement and ongoing monitoring will remain inadequate, “employer” coverage limitations will continue to be a central impediment to deterring violations and adequately compensating victims. To address the problem, policy makers and scholars have sought to expand legal responsibility beyond the “employer” as traditionally defined. Although each of these existing and proposed extensions is or would be an improvement, none goes far enough.

A. Expanding the Definition of “Employer”

One frequently discussed approach to improving enforcement is to press legal decision makers (in particular judges) to apply the broad “economic realities” framework for determining whether an employment relationship exists. Because this approach is supposed to focus on “worker dependence” and, relatedly, business integration, rather than a finding of exacting control over the work, it potentially extends the reach of employment beyond the common-law control test. Commentators argue that this framework, if applied liberally, not only reflects the intent of Congress in enacting the FLSA, but also would sweep more workers within the definition of “employee” and extend “employer” and “joint employer” status to a greater number of firms purchasing services through contractual arrangements with labor suppliers.

Greater adherence to a broad economic realities approach would benefit some workers seeking to vindicate their rights. But, as Professor Brishen Rogers has recently argued, it would fall far short of adequately addressing the consequences of disaggregation. As an initial matter, even courts purporting to apply an economic realities test have shown reluctance to extend “employer” status beyond firms that exercise control akin to that required under the common-law test. Further, because
dependence, control, and integration are related concepts which hinge on the particulars of the work arrangements, the factors for determining a worker's or firm's status under the economic realities approach often overlap with those utilized under a common-law control inquiry. Indeed, as recognized even by those favoring a more robust economic realities inquiry, the multi-factor tests courts and the Department of Labor ("DOL") have articulated under this rubric have been criticized as lacking normative clarity and producing arbitrary and inconsistent results.

Looking forward, even if applied with renewed vigor and greater clarity, coverage under the economic realities approach is inherently uncertain, particularly where goods or services are supplied to a purchasing firm through multiple layers of contractual relationships (often designed, at least to some extent, to avoid an extension of liability). Establishing employer status for end-user firms therefore would continue to require a fact-based, case-by-case inquiry, entailing significant enforcement costs and often rendering public and private enforcement ineffective - that is, resulting in heavily discounted settlements and, worse, unprosecuted claims. Moreover, because employer status would still hinge on at least some operational integration, this coverage extension would not capture workers where operational control really has been relinquished to the third-party provider, which, as I suggest above, now is often the case. Put another way, the “economic realities” framework does not match today's economic reality, in which low-wage labor supplier-purchaser arrangements often are between separately operated firms, belying a genuinely integrated enterprise. Thus, seeking to identify the “employer” under this framework, even if more sound and aligned with the aims of the FLSA, would suffer from the same kinds of scope and enforcement limitations that have rendered the common-law approach ineffective.

Another, related reconceptualization of “employment” that is growing in influence shifts the focus from determining the level of control over the work itself to an inquiry into entrepreneurialism - that is, determining who exercises entrepreneurial control over the work and has significant entrepreneurial opportunity for gain or loss. Again, this kind of inquiry would be relevant both in determining who is an “employee” rather than independent contractor and who is an “employer” (rather than a non-employer principal or third party). In a 1996 article, Professor Michael Harper proposed this kind of approach to defining the contours of the employment relationship in the labor context, and the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) later adopted a similar test in addressing a dispute between Corporate Express Delivery Systems and drivers it had classified as independent contractors. The focus on entrepreneurialism also is reflected in the most current draft of the Restatement (Third) of Employment Law and in some state-law regimes, such as the Illinois Employee Classification Act. This approach would bring analytical clarity to the inquiry lacking in the existing common-law and economic realities frameworks. But its adoption would not substantially alter the consequences of disaggregation in the wage and hour context. Although its application likely would be less arbitrary and uncertain, it too is fact based and case specific, so enforcement would be dampened by litigation costs associated with establishing coverage. More importantly, while such a regime would benefit some groups of workers (mis)classified as independent contractors, it would not result in the expansion of legal responsibility to purchasing firms where small, independent suppliers are genuinely distinct in terms of capital investment, corporate formalities, and entrepreneurial decision making. Once again, such separation is frequently and fairly easily achieved in production of goods and services requiring few skills.

Notably, seven years after the District of Columbia Circuit's Corporate Express decision, the same court reversed the NLRB's holding that drivers for FedEx Home Delivery were “employees” under the NLRA. In finding that the drivers were independent contractors, the court emphasized that 25 percent of the contractors owned multiple vehicles, had multiple routes, and hired their own employees. Whether the FedEx decision was correct or not, the takeaway for end-user firms is clear: by facilitating seemingly genuine entrepreneurial intervention, delivery-service enterprises like FedEx can avoid the fate of Corporate Express. In most other low-wage contexts, such intervention by third-party operators - who hire the underlying
workers, exercise genuine entrepreneurial control, and bear ownership-related opportunities for gain and loss - already is standard practice.

B. Existing and Proposed Extensions Beyond the “Employer”

In some circumstances, state and federal law extends responsibility for wage and hour violations beyond the “employer,” and commentators have advocated related extensions. Much of the recent legal innovation along these lines has been at the state level, but the FLSA’s “hot goods” provision provides a long-standing example. While each existing and proposed extension beyond first-party employers can facilitate somewhat greater deterrence and enforcement, each is, for one reason or another, too limited to address fully the consequences of disaggregation.

The “hot goods” provision authorizes the Secretary of Labor to seek to enjoin the transportation or sale of “goods in the production of which any employee was employed in violation” of the FLSA. Congress's aim in granting the Secretary the power to prevent downstream parties - i.e., commercial actors beyond the employer who committed the underlying violations - from transporting or selling hot goods was to deter and prevent the unfair competition that results from such trade. Moreover, in stating his support for the provision, President Roosevelt declared that because they were produced in violation of wage laws, hot goods ought to be treated like “contraband.” The provision also can serve a compensatory function: despite the fact that the Secretary’s authority is limited to seeking an injunction, the enjoined party can purchase relief under the statute by remedying past FLSA violations.

In addition to exempting consumers and common carriers from its coverage, the hot goods provision excludes purchasers who obtain the goods “in good faith reliance on written assurances from the producer” that the goods were produced in conformity with the FLSA and “without notice of any such violation.” However, the underlying regulations issued pursuant to the hot goods provision set a fairly demanding standard for a purchaser to avoid the issuance of an injunction. They state that the act imposes “an affirmative duty” on each purchaser “to assure himself that the goods in question were produced in compliance” with the FLSA. The regulations also clarify that a purchaser's compliance with the “good faith” requirement is to be evaluated by use of the reasonable person standard.

As other scholars have discussed, the hot goods provision is a rare manifestation (in federal labor and employment law) of the recognition that the broader commercial enterprise may promote underlying violations, that downstream commercial actors therefore may bear some responsibility for such violations, and that deterrence and prevention may require targeting such actors. And it has been deployed effectively in some contexts. For example, during the 1990s, the DOL enjoined a number of large retailers from selling garments produced in violation of the FLSA, even though the retailers themselves played no role in designing or manufacturing the garments.

But both the reach and effectiveness of this provision are limited in fundamental respects. As its name suggests, it only applies to goods transported in interstate commerce, not services. In addition, although enforcement may facilitate compensation in some contexts, the remedial hammer available to regulators - injunctive relief - is a relatively weak one. Moreover, as I will return to below, the provision's effectiveness may be limited further by the fact that it contains a fault-based limitation. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, it does not create a private right of action. Its use and effectiveness thus are subject to the characteristics of the prevailing political climate and, relatedly, the availability of sufficient resources for enforcement.
In recent years, a number of reforms at the state level have sought to extend accountability beyond first-party employers. One well-known example is California’s antisweatshop law, known as AB 633, which makes garment manufacturers guarantors of their subcontractors’ wage and hour practices. Under this provision, if unpaid wages cannot be collected from the subcontractor due to insolvency, they can be collected from the manufacturer without the need to demonstrate an employment relationship.

Although AB 633 has been hailed as a significant victory for those advocating on behalf of garment workers, the law’s limitations and lax enforcement efforts have hampered its effectiveness. Perhaps most importantly, like the hot goods provision, this statute does not provide for a private right of action. Thus, workers must file with and then rely on the California Department of Labor to pursue claims. Worker advocates have criticized state regulators for failing to enforce the act in many circumstances and for delays in adjudicating claimed violations.

Other recently enacted provisions are potentially more robust. Illinois’s Day Labor Services Act holds third-party clients responsible for wage violations committed by day or temporary labor service agencies. Like California’s AB 633, it imposes strict (vicarious) liability on non-employer third parties. But, as a result of a recent amendment, this provision also is enforceable through a private right of action. Still, the law is limited in other ways: it applies only to nonclerical work performed by workers engaged by labor services agencies and extends liability only to purchasing client firms - that is, only to firms in contractual privity with labor suppliers.

In addition, like California, New York recently extended liability to downstream purchasers for wage and hour violations committed by garment industry subcontractors. However, New York’s mandate, like the Illinois act, is privately enforceable. The provision's key limitation is that it is duty-based. In other words, rather than making a purchasing firm a “guarantor” of or otherwise strictly liable for subcontractors' employee wages, plaintiffs or regulators must establish that the purchasing firm was negligent in failing to discover the subcontractor's violations.

Similarly, California’s recently enacted “brother’s keeper” law holds user firms in certain low-wage industries responsible for subcontractors' wage and hour violations under a duty-based standard. It provides that “[a] person or entity may not enter into a contract or agreement for labor or services with a construction, farm labor, garment, janitorial, or security guard contractor, where the person or entity knows or should know that the contract or agreement does not include funds sufficient to allow the contractor to comply with all applicable local, state, and federal laws or regulations governing the labor or services.”

In other words, if a contacting firm negligently fails to uncover and thwart employment law violations apparent from its contractual dealings with its labor suppliers, it can be held liable.

The legislation’s aim is to deter purchasing firms from entering into labor supply arrangements that are, by their financial terms, likely to lead to underlying wage and hour and other work-law violations. Correspondingly, it is designed to trigger more rigorous supply-chain monitoring practices. To encourage contractors to put their contracts in writing, the statute does contain a safe harbor - that is, a rebuttable presumption that a firm contracting for work in the enumerated industries is not acting in violation of the law if the agreement is reduced to writing and meets a few basic requirements. Unlike the AB 633 and the FLSA’s hot goods provision, this mandate is both broad in scope, covering production of goods and services in a wide range of industries, and privately enforceable.
Still, despite these innovations, violations of wage and hour laws remain common in all three states. To date then, none of the extensions of responsibility beyond the traditional reach of employment mandates has achieved substantially greater compliance.

Building on the conceptual underpinnings of the hot goods provision, the recently enacted duty-based regimes at the state level, and third-party liability analogues elsewhere in the law, Professor Rogers recently argued for a broad duty-based approach to accountability for wage and hour violations. He contends end-user firms ought to be liable for failing to exercise reasonable care in preventing wage and hour violations in their domestic supply chains regardless of whether they have contractual relationship with the primary wrongdoer (i.e. the first-party labor supplier). In so doing, he offers a detailed account of the phenomenon of outsourcing, the history of the FLSA and problems of "employment" coverage limitations and enforcement, and the instrumental and normative arguments in favor of extending liability to third-party commercial purchasers who negligently fail to prevent upstream violations. Along the way, he also considers the possibility of imposing strict liability on such actors, noting that some potential objections may be overcome - e.g., the moral hazard such a regime might create for subcontractors and concerns about how far liability might extend - but ultimately concludes that strict third-party liability is inconsistent with prevailing legal norms and not politically feasible.

Rogers' article is a substantial contribution to the field. Drawing on both theory and the realities of modern enterprise structures, he makes a powerful case for third-party liability and why his negligence-based approach would be both fair and cost-efficient. Many of his conclusions are consistent with mine, and I agree that the regime he proposes, like the more limited state-level reforms that have adopted privately enforceable, duty-based regimes, would represent a step forward in addressing the consequences of disaggregation. In some circumstances, his approach would create incentives for downstream firms to implement monitoring mechanisms and other measures to reduce the probability of upstream violations by labor suppliers and thereby deter some such violations. By extending accountability to negligent, adequately capitalized downstream actors, it also would result in recovery for some victims otherwise left uncompensated in an employer-focused liability regime.

Nevertheless, in my view, a duty-based approach is likely to fall short in key respects. While it removes the coverage barriers that contribute to inadequate enforcement under existing law, it replaces them with new hurdles for plaintiffs and regulators to overcome to establish liability. Except when carelessness in oversight is obvious, negligence, like exacting control, is a fact intensive, case-by-case inquiry. Indeed, Rogers suggests that, in assessing whether a purchasing firm has acted with reasonable care to ensure goods and services were produced in compliance with wage and hour laws, judges or juries should determine 1) whether the firm had actual or constructive notice of potential violations, 2) how much power the firm had to deter such violations, and 3) whether the firm took appropriate steps to do so. Rogers notes that this inquiry would be fact sensitive, and he goes on to describe the various factors to be assessed in answering each of the forgoing questions.

He acknowledges administrability concerns (with the added wrinkle of apportioning fault), but most of his suggestions for mitigating measures - including firm exemptions and safe harbors - are aimed at reducing uncertainties for firms. For workers' representatives and regulators, having to establish negligence, like having to establish exacting control, would interpose significant uncertainty and litigation costs.

Moreover, judges are likely to be as or more uncomfortable with extending liability beyond its traditional bounds of employment as they have been in accepting the broad "economic realities" approach and therefore might resist inferring unreasonableness on the part of actors more than one step removed from underlying violations. Similarly, the critique of duty-based approaches to entity liability, such as those criticizing the affirmative defense to supervisor sexual harassment established in Burlington Industries, Inc. v. Ellerth and Faragher v. City of Boca Raton, applies with equal force here. Judges, subject to cognitive biases in making ex post assessments or other influences, and uncomfortable with extending liability for such bad acts to another,
less culpable party, may find “cosmetic compliance” measures that are facially consistent with industry practices adequate, even though they are ineffective in preventing underlying violations. They also may be deeply skeptical of claims of constructive notice where end-user firms have sought commonly utilized contractual assurances of compliance with labor suppliers, can point to standard monitoring measures that revealed no violations, or are several steps removed from the violating firm. Rogers acknowledges these concerns, but I believe they are more likely to dampen deterrence and enforcement.

Indeed, as a result of the avoidance opportunities that will emerge, enterprise structures will migrate toward those arrangements providing safe harbor at low cost - that is, the least costly contractual and monitoring practices likely to withstand judicial scrutiny for reasonableness. This is akin to the kind of “Whac-a-Mole” phenomenon we have observed elsewhere: at a general level, it is reflected in broad-based innovation around control-based “employer” accountability; it is also apparent in the development of outsourcing arrangements post-Corporate Express, which facilitated FedEx’s avoidance of employer status under labor law’s entrepreneurialism framework. In a duty-based regime, both end-user firms and their suppliers will have powerful incentives to adapt their practices and structures to minimize the probability of enforcement at any level of the enterprise. This will place many violations beyond the scope of accountability for end-user firms, or at least make liability highly improbable.

The overall result will be, once again, heavily discounted settlements and many unprosecuted claims, particularly at the very bottom of the labor market where compensation levels limit damage awards anyway. Furthermore, where an end-user firm is found to be in compliance with the standard of care but the labor supplier is insolvent, victims will be denied compensation. Some subset of egregiously careless end-user firms will be held to account, and this might have ripple effects, convincing others to fall in line. But many outsourcing firms will continue to face insufficient liability risks to counteract the benefit they receive from labor at a price discounted by the lower probability of enforcement against the smaller firms from whom they purchase goods and services.

*IV. A Way Forward? Taking the “Employer” Out of Wage and Hour Laws*

Because the causes are many, no single reform will resolve the problem of underenforcement of wage and hour laws at the low end of the labor market. Command-and-control regulation and greater unionization will not be effective alone. Given the vastness of the low-wage labor force, the resources for public enforcement will never be adequate, and, even if the long-term decline in union density is reversed, much of the workforce is likely to remain non-unionized. Moreover, private enforcement undertaken on behalf of workers by the plaintiffs’ bar and advocacy organizations cannot fill the entire gap. Nor can extra-legal mechanisms based on reputation and consumer pressure.

Still, the noncompliance-enhancing effects of disaggregation could be reduced - and significantly so - by decreasing the regulatory cost avoidance that visible, well-capitalized firms achieve through outsourcing, and, correspondingly, enlisting their help in preventing supplier firms’ violations. Achieving substantially greater deterrence and, relatedly, increasing the probability of adequate compensation for victims of violations requires more than modest expansions, such as altering the definition of “employer” or adopting limited exceptions to employer-based coverage. And, for the reasons discussed above, even bolder reforms, such as adopting a duty-based approach to third-party liability, do not go far enough.

Accountability must be extended further - much further. Avoidance of employer status is not merely a by-product of enterprise disaggregation: it is among the principal forces driving the phenomenon. Thus, I suggest that, at least in the wage and hour context, the most promising way to counteract the consequences of disaggregation is to eliminate the “employer” coverage limitation altogether.
In this article, I offer a proposal: commercial actors ought to be strictly liable for wage and hour violations in the production of any goods and services they purchase, sell, or distribute, whether directly or through intermediaries. In other words, accountability would no longer be tied to control, nor would liability for nonemployers (third-parties) be limited by fault. The key, indeed only, limitation is that a firm would be jointly and severally liable only for the portion of the violations attributable to the goods or services it purchases, sells, or distributes.\footnote{228}

Again, I will leave to a later article a more complete exploration of the justifications for such an approach. I also will set aside for now the threshold question of whether a worker must be an “employee” of some firm (rather than an independent contractor) to trigger protection under such a regime,\footnote{227} as well as questions of whether it ought apply extraterritorially and extend to labor and employment law mandates beyond the wage and hour context. Here, I will simply focus on some key attributes of this kind of approach and discuss likely consequences.

The resulting regime would be as it sounds: one imposing true enterprise liability in which commercial actors would be accountable regardless of the nature or proximity of their relationship with the noncompliant firm or the victimized workers. Indeed, purchaser, seller, and distributor status would need to be construed very broadly to avoid migration toward structures and practices that thwart enforcement. For example, purchasers of goods and services would include outright purchasers, lessees, holders of consignments, and possessors of goods as an intermediary or retailer for sale or resale. Likewise, sellers and distributors of goods and services would include outright sellers, lessors, distributors, intermediaries, retailers, or any other commercial actor who facilitates a sale or lease for an economic benefit, including through a consulting or intermediary arrangement, parent-subsidiary structure, franchising, licensing of a trademark or name, or providing retail space or online trading facilities.\footnote{229}

\*229 Other factors that lead to underenforcement of wage and hour laws at the low end of the labor market will remain, as would other powerful incentives (beyond wage and hour mandates) to disaggregate. Yet because the proposed regime would extend accountability to all purchasers, sellers, and distributors regardless of control, it would reduce significantly the wage-related liability-risk discount from outsourcing work to third parties.

Perhaps ironically given the amount of noncompliance, violations of wage and hour laws are among the easiest in labor and employment law for regulators and workers to establish, since the substantive mandates are relatively straightforward.\footnote{229} Establishing liability is made uncertain and costly by the coverage limitations discussed above. By stripping out coverage as a pre-requisite to recovery, this uncertainty and the litigation costs associated with proving “employer” status would be eliminated. So too would the unpredictability and costs of establishing third-party liability under duty-based approaches, as well as safe havens and cosmetic compliance barriers to liability that might emerge from judicial application. The only burden my proposal would add for workers - that is, in addition to the requisite showing of a violation - is demonstrating the portion of the violation attributable to the target firm. But this is something that often will be easy to show through examination of the violating firm’s records or the records of the purchasing firm(s).\footnote{229}

This, combined with the increased probability of a solvent defendant will increase the likelihood of private enforcement as well as the sting of public enforcement. Where violations are easily established, defendants will have limited leverage to demand discounted settlements. Moreover, claims never brought because the costs and uncertainty associated with establishing coverage or breach of due care would become viable.\footnote{229} And, of course, opening up enforcement through extending liability to additional, more likely solvent firms will go a long way toward assuring adequate compensation.
Indeed, uncertainty would cut in the victims' favor. Strict liability will ensure no coverage- or duty-based discount, but, with the corresponding extension of wage and hour laws' remedial provisions, the failure of a target firm to exercise good faith in seeking to prevent violations may result in liquidated damages. In other words, assuming the underlying violations are established, the bulk of the risk of uncertainty will be borne by defendants in the damages inquiry. This is, in essence then, a kind of extended composite liability regime - providing baseline strict liability with enhanced penalties for fault - that scholars have suggested best incentivizes firms to monitor for and prevent violations.

Obviously, there will be a number of objections to this proposal, most of which I believe will fall into three general categories. The first is that this kind of liability regime will result in more production being shipped overseas. Certainly, some additional outsourcing across international borders might occur. But, of course, this would be the result of any legal reform that makes enforcement of domestic wage and hour laws more effective, and, hence, increases the cost of labor to or above the level compliance demands. Thus, this critique is, in effect, simply another argument against wage laws themselves, which require effective enforcement to be meaningful. As I stated at the outset, this debate is beyond the scope of this essay. Still, it should be noted that much of the low-wage work that would be affected by this kind of reform - including construction, janitorial, landscaping, agricultural, cleaning, food, retail, and delivery services, as well as time-sensitive manufacturing and assembly work - cannot be shipped overseas, and much of what can migrate easily elsewhere is already gone.

A second concern is that this kind of enterprise regime misallocates legal accountability by extending it to parties who cannot bear the risk efficiently, and, hence, would impose excessive compliance costs. For example, distant commercial actors unaware of upstream wage violations and facing severe information costs in discovering and avoiding such violations might nevertheless be held strictly liable for them. Put another way, one might imagine a resulting parade of horribles: Does such an extension mean that an engineering firm that purchases 10,000 pencils will be liable for wage and hour violations in the delivery of the logs to the mill that produced the wood that later went into the pencils? Would an occasional commercial client of a law firm be liable for the wage and hour violations at a small shop that provides much of the law firm's copying and delivery services?

The answers are, theoretically, yes and yes. But, as a practical matter, there is very little risk that these kinds of more distant and proportionately minor purchasers of goods and services will be targets for collection or subject to liability. Again, they will be jointly and severally liable only for the small portion of the violations attributable to their purchases. The practical realities of litigation would steer public and private enforcement efforts toward better-positioned intermediaries - firms closer in the stream and therefore exposed to a greater portion of liability but also far more efficient cost avoiders, since they are more likely to know and be able to avoid or prevent violations. These actors might include the mill, the lumber distributor, or the pencil manufacturer in the first scenario, and the law firm itself in the second.

Moreover, sometimes distant commercial actors are well- or even the best-positioned targets for enforcement. As an initial matter, such firms may be the principal cause of upstream noncompliance. For example, an exclusive retailer of finished lumber products purchased from upstream mills and distributors can demand low prices from these firms, who may respond by skirting wage laws to cut costs. If incentivized to ensure compliance, however, the retailer is also well-positioned to press these upstream firms abide by wage and hour laws (and to hire reputable delivery and other services), backstopped by the threat to take its business elsewhere. Similarly, a large local business that is a small law firm's principal client can demand below-market-rate services, which might press the firm to outsource copy and delivery functions to cheap (hence noncompliant) bidders. However, if concerned about liability, the business can push the law firm to take steps to ensure its service providers do not cut corners on wages, as well as adequately insure against such contingencies.
And this is the critical point: elimination of coverage barriers would prompt firms at serious risk of liability for wage violations to address their exposure ex ante through private ordering. These measures would include not only foregoing pricing and other practices that drive upstream firms to take shortcuts, but also utilizing only reputable suppliers and franchisees, bargaining for indemnification, and implementing mechanisms to monitor pay practices. For example, in one study, stringent forms of contractor monitoring (induced by public pressure) in the garment sector - including unannounced inspections and reviews of payrolls - resulted in substantial reductions in minimum wage violations. Firms would adopt a mix of such practices to protect themselves effectively and cost-efficiently, deploying different strategies depending on variables such as the costs of on-the-ground policing of others' work practices.

These kinds of steps also will counteract any moral hazard that might emerge among labor suppliers - that is, foregoing compliance since another firm will be the likely target of enforcement. Indeed, labor suppliers lacking adequate compliance records, sufficient capital or insurance, a demonstrated willingness to cooperate with others' monitoring efforts, and other indicia of being low-risk contractors for end-user firms will have difficulty competing for and keeping commercial customers. The net effect would be reducing violations through greater compliance efforts top-to-bottom in the enterprise.

Eliminating control-based coverage limitations therefore will spur enterprise self-regulation among larger firms by shifting firm risk management techniques from avoidance through outsourcing, which reduces compliance, to contracting, risk-spreading, and monitoring practices, which promote it. And this regime is likely to produce other compliance-enhancing consequences, including innovation in monitoring arrangements and technology, an increasing emphasis on reputation for compliance, better record-keeping, the creation of more sources of information on upstream practices, and the bolstering of upstream and downstream incentives to capitalize and insure.

Enterprise self-regulation and greater compliance itself will increase production costs. But goods and services ought to reflect the cost of mandated wages, and, by incentivizing well-positioned purchasers, sellers, and distributors to reduce violations, this regime will promote compliance efficiently. Indeed, as mentioned above, firms at serious risk of liability will seek out cost-effective ways to address noncompliance elsewhere in the productive enterprise. Moreover, no additional public resources will be required, since this approach relies on ex ante self-regulatory efforts triggered by more effective ex post private and public enforcement. Such reform alone may not turn the tide back toward vertical integration, but it will discourage more troubling outsourcing strategies that promote noncompliance.

A third kind of objection is that this proposal defies prevailing norms for allocating legal responsibility, and, for this and other reasons (including that powerful business interests will line up against it), it is unlikely to fare well with legal decision makers. As Professor Rogers suggests, this approach would run counter to a number of prevailing liability norms, including that the reach of tort-like statutory duties rarely are enterprise wide; there is general preference in modern American law for duty-based approaches; third-party liability normally is fault based; and, when there is third-party strict liability, it is almost always linked to control. It would also extend an “employment” obligation beyond our social understanding of the employment relationship.

Still, there are existing models on which to draw. Two outside of employment law are the nondelegable duty doctrine and products liability. Indeed, like my proposal, products liability law extends strict liability through multiple intermediaries in the commercial chain. Although both are imperfect analogies, the extension of accountability under these doctrines is undergirded by premises similar to those presented here - the third-party targets of strict liability are well-positioned to avoid serious social harms that might otherwise be difficult to prevent.
Yet the strongest conceptual basis in existing law for this approach comes from the FLSA itself: the hot goods provision. Again, when the FLSA was originally enacted, law makers included this provision because they recognized the role actors in the broader commercial enterprise play in incentivizing and facilitating violations. They understood that allowing these other actors to benefit from the sale or use of goods produced in contravention of wage and hour laws produces unfair competition - because they can undercut others purchasing goods produced in compliance with the law - and is akin to trading in contraband. Relatedly, they saw that effective enforcement sometimes requires focusing regulatory efforts on actors other than employers and these efforts can be leveraged to alter upstream behavior. Indeed, as Craig Becker has described it, the hot goods provision “might be thought of as the mirror image of product liability law, with the trajectory of the liability reversed.”

Certainly, what I propose would extend enforcement well beyond the existing hot goods provision, but the underpinnings are the same (actors and incentives in the broader enterprise affect wage and hour compliance within firms) and have been there since the beginning. Given what we now know - about the centrality of labor costs and wage laws in promoting outsourcing, the limits of public enforcement, the need for robust remedies, the incentives necessary to support private enforcement, and the shift in our economy toward the provision of services - my proposal could be viewed as a “hot goods and services” regime retooled for the twenty-first century.

Whether such a proposal is politically feasible is another matter. Certainly, there are reasons to believe it is unlikely at the federal level in the near future. Still, while increases in the minimum wage always are controversial, minimum wage protection itself continues to enjoy wide public support. Recent innovations at the state level suggest that this support for the substantive mandate may extend to enforcement measures like the kind of approach suggested in this article - that is, one that bolsters enforcement and compliance without increasing government expenditures - at least in some jurisdictions. Moreover, these developments, the rising sense of frustration they reflect, and the growth of low-wage work and an ever-widening gap in income suggest the possibility of a groundswell of support for broad-based reform.

V. Conclusion

Employer-based limitations on legal responsibility help drive firm disaggregation. The fragmented enterprises that result pose significant challenges for enforcement of wage and hour mandates - challenges that were foreseen by the FLSA’s proponents, have grown over time, and are likely to become more pronounced in the future. Although no single legal reform will fully address the problem, recalibrating legal responsibility to reflect the realities of disaggregation could have a profound impact. But this will take more than modest expansions of the definition of “employer” or restricted forms of third-party liability. It requires removing employer-based limitations altogether. As I have argued here, this can be achieved by extending strict liability for violations to commercial purchasers, sellers, and distributors of goods and services. Such an approach would substantially decrease the regulatory cost avoidance well-capitalized firms achieve through outsourcing and would press them into utilizing their self-regulatory capabilities to prevent supplier firms’ violations. This kind of reform is not only consistent with the normative premises underlying the FLSA, but also essential for promoting decent work in a post-Great Recession world.
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